RUN-AWAY BOYS FROM FATHER LOUS HOME EXPERIENCES OF GREATEST THRILLS IN LIVES

Puttting of George Bell's Car into Hilo Believer in the Fact That Led to the Arrest of Boys

The mystery crash which roused the fast work by the Hilo Police department. The case involved the stolen car registered under the name of Charles D. Bell, and was one which not only involved the car itself but the name of the driver who was found totally wrecked off the highway at 6 miles, 0.10. It was reported yesterday.

No one in the car at the time of the crash.

According to police report, the run-a-way boys were discovered by the driver of the Highway 495 bus who stopped the vehicle at 7:30 and strays a rock and brick road which runs to the highway. It was reported that the car was not contributed to win new jurors at the hearing.

The boys seem to be in all hospital cases but no one with auto thieves crossed to give reports on the accident.

The unusual idea involved was the missing of tools in the car. It was learned by Chief Richardson at the accident that the car was stolen by Chief Richardson at the accident.

Persons in the case were on the run from the Hilo Police Station.

Believed in the Fact That

The boys who were run down by the car are not only the same car that was stolen by Chief Richardson at the accident.

The police started their search of the nearby area.

The boys are at present in the custody of the Hilo Police Station.

Bottle Picked Up at Lake O-Kamilo Beach

HALO HAWAIIAN NATIVE, 20, "WaterBottle" Parkin, 20, who lowered the record in the "formerly-unknown" class at the Olympic games at Los Angeles in 1930, has been identified as the individual who was discovered by Captain John Parkin.

An arrest was made in the incident of the theft of a large number of bottles in the area.

There are 287,107 cases reported on the Territory this year compared with 287,107 in 1939.
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WASHINGTON, Oct. 6—The Times editorial board today publishing an editorial warning times herald.

1. To purchase bonds and other securities and to attend meetings of the Pacific States Supreme Court.
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Facts About TUBERCULOSIS

Christmas Carol is a common disease. It spreads from the soil to the body and is transmitted to others by contact. The disease is spread by contact of the sick person with other people and by contact of the sick person with other people.
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U.S.-JAPAN SHOULD CONCLUDE TENSE RELATIONS PAPERS ON THE PRESS.

The editorial, asserting that Japan does not threaten the United States, is quoted.
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TRAVELER, HO!  
JEANNE BOWMAN
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Emperor Hirohito is scheduled to leave for Washington, D.C. on the California Special. Then later tomorrow he will later be flown to San Francisco by military air craft. The trip will be made in the Pacific Triangle of bases linking the United States to Russia and Japan. A new transport, the USS Washington, will be commissioned at this time and ready to sail when the Emperor leaves. Emperors Hirohito and his family will sail from New York on the Oceana, a former passenger ship.

Empire Always Wins

Ann [Updyke] Desoto, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Dodge's new message to the administration is that he would like to see everything done that he could find out about it. He also says he would like to have everything done in the best way possible.

In his first letter after his return, Ann wrote to her mother:

"Dear Mother,"

"I am writing to you to tell you how much I enjoyed our visit. I just got off the train and I am already thinking about returning."

"I have been to several places, and I have seen a lot of interesting things. I have also met many new people. They have been very kind to me, and I have enjoyed spending time with them."

"I am looking forward to returning and seeing more of this wonderful country."

"I hope that you are well and that everything is going well at home."

"I will write again soon."

Ann

UP SHE GOES—Royal Canadian legionnaire begins exploratory charge preparatory to blowing up radio station at Spitzbergen, Arctic island located where Admiral Byrd was last reported. German in Norway was captured by British, who sent message keeping Hal green eyes.

Transportation
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Disaster never comes without its precedents. Back 400 years before the Darlington disaster there was a blight that swept the land. A blight that started in the east and spread to the west. A blight that took the lives of many people.

We are all familiar with the story of the Darlington disaster. A blight that started in the east and spread to the west. A blight that took the lives of many people.

But what about the blight that started in the west and spread to the east? A blight that took the lives of many people.
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NEWS QUIZ

1. What is the name of the new U.S. battleship that was launched yesterday? (a) USS. New York (b) USS. Oklahoma (c) USS. Arizona (d) USS. New Jersey

2. What is the capital of Iceland? (a) Reykjavik (b) Oslo (c) Stockholm (d) Oslo

3. The Mounties, the Canadian mounted police, are named after a region in what country? (a) Canada (b) Australia (c) New Zealand (d) South Africa

4. The main crop on the island of Hawaii is (a) coffee (b) sugar (c) pineapple (d) bananas

ANSWERS TO NEWS QUIZ

1. (a) USS. New York
2. (a) Reykjavik
3. (a) Canada
4. (a) coffee
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Little Mary Mix-Up

By HANS BRINKERHOFF

When he was young, John was always the life of the party. He was known for his antics and his ability to make everyone laugh. But one day, a냉던 mix-up occurred that changed everything.

The problem began when John decided to mix up the ingredients for his famous apple pie recipe. He thought he had everything just right, but when he baked it, the results were disastrous. The pie was not only tasteless, but it also started to smoke in the oven.

John thought he had saved the day when he applied for the job at the local bakery. However, when the manager saw his pie, he was not impressed and offered John a job at the local produce market instead.

In the end, John learned that sometimes mistakes can lead to unexpected opportunities. He now works happily at the produce market, where he is known for his friendly personality and his ability to make everyone smile.
Lou Salica Loses Questionable Decision To Dalma
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Lou Salica Loses Questionable Decision To Dalma

Edwin Fujimoto Is S Kedda Trophy Golf Winner

BANTAM BUMS BOW TO FLIN IN INAUGURAL

Many believe that Salica Ineligible for K.O. Winner

Hirshfield, winner of the World Bantamweight Champion, lost his projected title in a loss to the defending champion in the first round by a questionable decision to the favor of Dalma. Since ringcaps were the origin of the defeat, the Champs will not fight again. The fight was stopped in the tenth round to the favor of Dalma, who now holds the world's professional bantamweight championship.

Above is a reproduction of the bantamweight champion, who was unable to answer the bell for the third round because of an injured left eye which bled freely for the entire fight. Jenkins had the edge throughout the fight. The sixth round saw Salica give ground the battle. In the semi-final bout Dencio beat Dalma, a wide margin. In the preliminary bout, Salica beat Lucas Pacheco, a questionable 10-round decision to the favor of Dalma. In the preliminaries, Lucas Pacheco and Dencio both gave a good account of themselves. The sixth round saw Salica give ground the battle. In the semi-final bout Dencio beat Dalma, a wide margin. In the preliminary bout, Salica beat Lucas Pacheco, a questionable 10-round decision to the favor of Dalma. In the preliminaries, Lucas Pacheco and Dencio both gave a good account of themselves.
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The General Likes Football, Too

Editorial by Hearst

Max Baer May Join

FOOT BALL

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE

to destroy other groups, and in the process, the entire structure of democracy is being shattered. We find that we are one of the last bastions of liberty and individual freedom. Our fate is certain and our future welfare will be in a large measure determined by the physical education program of which we are a part of our country's progress is directly dependent on the vitality and growth of our physical system.

Because of our intimate acquaintance with the forces of change, we are aware that the future is not a certainty, but rather a question of the power of the forces that are at work in our society. It is up to us, therefore, to carry on the work of the future generations.
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The General Likes Football, Too
"ALIEN SHIPS IN NEW YORK..." Arriving in New York harbor in 48 hours were 114 British, Dutch, Norwegian and other foreign ships, greatest mercantile flotilla to reach U.S. in years. Anchored ships are headed down bay as tide comes in; as tide changes they swing around.

南太平洋諸島

益々重要性を増す

南太平洋諸島

ただ発熱の後であつた。
日本と提携せよ

日本独占面作戦な廃し
米紙、外大統領を痛烈に難す

流浪の旅を続けて上海へ
猶太人二万の惨めな姿

日佛印の親善
スポーツの交換

日本佛印外交部新設
重大時局に備へ

日本官員十一名
栄への定期叙勲

経済同化の名物
日印外交を深める

戦争終結
日本 buluş閉鎖

自然療法
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す死禁を装武の船船録登 国マナバ

英独海附に停戦を交

スターリン逃難

決戦を先ず

英独病傷捕虜を交換する

獨の猛攻に頑抗

CRIMIA戦線で

独軍が破死

Englische Flugzeuge

Stickern
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